MEDIA KIT

ABOUT OSIRIS
Osiris is building the go-to music podcast company. We help connect
artists, music fans and leading brands—helping to deepen the connection
to the music people love.

We help artists tell their stories, and we develop original stories about legendary
moments in music history. Osiris also partners with innovative music companies to tell
their stories through original podcasts.

OUR ENGAGED AUDIENCE
▸ 76% aged 25-44
▸ 75% have at least a bachelor’s degree
▸ 43% have a household income of $100K or more
▸ 50% listen to 4+ hours of podcasts per week

SELECT ONGOING PODCASTS
Created by Tom Marshall, longtime
lyricist for Phish. Tom discusses
his lyrics and interviews people
who help uncover the rich and
complex culture surrounding Phish
and its diverse, devoted fanbase.

Grammy Award-winning musician and
producer Eric Krasno sits down with
leading voices in music to produce
episodes that feel like a backstage peek
at conversations between friends.

In these strange days, when you
think it can’t get any weirder, it
does. Oteil Burbridge and Mike
Finoia interview guests and
discuss where we are today and
where we go from here.

A podcast that tells the story of an artist’s
musical journey in four parts. With intimate
stories from their first music lesson to their
latest album, we discover the unique
journey of the guest. Every episode closes
with a live, original performance.

A podcast overview of the Dead's
celebrated live show releases.
Hosted by music journalist and
podcaster Steven Hyden and fellow
music journalist Rob Mitchum—
exploring music, culture and more.

Three Pitchfork writers look at some of
the biggest left turns from prominent
artists over the past sixty years,
breaking down the historical context of
each album and the larger impact of the
record on the artist's legacy.

To learn about all of our podcasts, please visit our website.

SELECT NARRATIVE PODCASTS
A series focusing on the history
and impact of festivals and cities
around the world. The first
season focuses on the music of
New Orleans and the annual jazz
festival, and the second season,
in early 2021, will focus on
another festival.

Let Creativity Flow tells the story of
how technology is influencing musical
collaboration, featuring interviews with
experts from Splice, Union Square
Ventures, Downtown Music, and the
Disco Biscuits. Sponsored by Splice.

After Midnight is the celebration of
one of music’s most memorable
festivals, Phish’s Big Cypress.
Hosted by music journalist Jesse
Jarnow, this series draws on
interviews with Phish and its crew,
fan experiences, and perspectives
from across the music industry.

David Crosby in conversation with
Steve Silberman, noted music historian
and best-selling author. The series
offers unparalleled access to one of the
most significant figures in American
music in a uniquely intimate setting.

RECENT SPONSORSHIP PARTNERS

WHY PODCAST ADS?
▸ Podcast ads deliver up to 4.4x times better brand recall than display
and other digital media ads (Nielsen).
▸ 49% of podcast listeners have bought something after hearing it
advertised on a podcast (DiscoverPods).
▸ 70% podcast listeners have considered a new product or service
based on a podcast ad (Edison Research).
▸ 60% of podcast listeners appreciate podcast advertisers for
supporting the podcasts they love (Edison Research).
▸ 61% of podcast listeners have a favorable or somewhat favorable
opinion of podcast advertising via “live reads”—discussions of
products delivered via the voices of trusted hosts (Edison Research).

SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITIES
▸ Live podcast reads
▸ Branded podcasts
▸ Video sponsorship
▸ Event branding
▸ Tailored social media outreach

THANK YOU
We work with your team to customize a
sponsorship plan that best suits your goals
and audiences.
Please direct all inquiries to Christina Collins
at christina@osirispod.com.
We look forward to talking with you.

